Quantitative Proteomics Reveal a Feedforward Mechanism for Mitochondrial PARKIN Translocation and Ubiquitin Chain Synthesis
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INTRODUCTION

Protein phosphorylation and ubiquitin (UB) systems function hand in hand to control signaling networks (Hunter, 2007). Two common paradigms are (1) phosphorylation of substrates to promote their ubiquitylation and (2) phosphorylation of UB ligases to regulate their activity. A major challenge for the field is to understand such systems in a quantitative manner. We rarely know the timing and stoichiometry of phosphorylation of substrates or E3s. Moreover, once the ubiquitylation process is initiated, we rarely understand the dynamics of site selection by E3s on their targets or the kinetics and UB linkage types that are assembled on substrates in vivo (Behrends and Harper, 2011; Kulathu and Komander, 2012). Here, we describe an experimental framework for quantitative analysis of the PINK1-PARKIN-UB pathway, a kinase-driven UB ligase signaling system critical for mitochondrial quality control.

The PARKIN (PARK2) E3 UB ligase is mutated in Parkinson’s disease (PD) and controls mitochondrial autophagy (reviewed in Youle and Narendra, 2011). PARKIN acts as an effector, while the mitochondrial protein kinase PINK1 functions as a sensor of mitochondrial damage. PINK1 is imported into mitochondria via the translocon of the outer membrane (TOM) complex and in healthy mitochondria is rapidly degraded (Jin et al., 2010; Lazarou et al., 2012). However, in damaged mitochondria, PINK1 accumulates on the mitochondrial outer membrane (MOM) where it promotes PARKIN recruitment from the cytoplasm and activation of PARKIN’s E3 activity (Narendra et al., 2008; Youle and Narendra, 2011; Kundapalli et al., 2012; Shiba-Fukushima et al., 2012). Once activated on the MOM, PARKIN promotes dynamic and site-selective ubiquitylation of numerous MOM proteins (Bingol et al., 2014; Sarraf et al., 2013). Despite significant advances, our understanding of how PINK1 activates PARKIN to promote substrate ubiquitylation remains incomplete.

PARKIN is a RING-IBR-RING UB ligase and functions via a so-called RING-HECT hybrid mechanism wherein a catalytic Cys residue in the RING2 domain receives UB from an E2 and transfers it to substrate (Wenzel et al., 2011; Lazarou et al., 2013; Zheng and Hunter, 2013). In the absence of activation, PARKIN exists in an autoinhibited state (Chaugule et al., 2011; Riley et al., 2013; Trempe et al., 2013; Wauer and Komander, 2013). Two major structural elements contribute to autoinhibition. First, a domain unique to PARKIN sterically precludes UB transfer from RING1-bound E2–UB (where “~” refers to a thioester intermediate) to the catalytic cysteine in RING2 (C431). Second, a “repressor” domain blocks E2–UB binding...
Figure 1. Analysis of PARKIN and PINK1-Dependent UB Chain Linkage Formation on Mitochondria in Response to Depolarization

(A) Schematic UB-AQUA proteomics workflow.

(B) Ubiquitylated proteins present on purified mitochondria from HeLa Flp-In T-REx cells after depolarization were captured using immobilized Halo-UBAUBQL1 prior to immunoblotting with α-MFN2 and α-CISD1.

(C and D) PINK1-dependent phosphorylation of S65 in UB. (C) Mitochondria from WT or PINK1/C0/C0 MEFs were subjected to ten-plex tandem mass tagging (TMT) at the indicated times after depolarization with AO and the S65 UB tryptic peptide quantified. (D) Total UB levels on mitochondria from (C). Error bars represent duplicate measurements (± SEM).

(E) Mitochondria from cells subjected to the indicated treatments was used for poly-UB capture using Halo-UBAUBQL1 and proteins immunoblotted with linkage specific antibodies.

(F) AQUA peptides used to quantify diGLY and phosphopeptides (after Phu et al., 2011).

(legend continued on next page)
phosphorylation by PINK1 (Kane et al., 2014; Kazlauskaite et al., 2012; Shiba-Fukushima et al., 2012, 2014), which is located in the N-terminal UBL domain, and mutation of this residue to alanine has been reported to delay PARKIN recruitment to mitochondria and reduce ubiquitylation of MOM proteins, although the extent of the phenotype observed is variable in different studies and an absolute requirement for S65 phosphorylation activation has been questioned (Kane et al., 2014; Sarraf et al., 2013; Shiba-Fukushima et al., 2012, 2014; Koyano et al., 2014). In addition, phosphorylation of PARKIN by PINK1 can stimulate UB transfer by PARKIN in vitro and in the context of a cell-free depolymerized mitochondria assay (Kondapalli et al., 2012; Lazarou et al., 2013). Nevertheless, the precise role of PARKIN phosphorylation and the extent to which phosphorylation of S65 is essential for PARKIN activation remains poorly defined. Recently, a role for direct PINK1 activation by PARKIN phosphorylation has been brought into question by the finding that PINK1 can also phosphorylate the equivalent residue (S65) in UB and that monomeric p-UB can activate PARKIN’s E3 activity in vitro independent of direct PARKIN phosphorylation by PINK1 (Kane et al., 2014; Kazlauskaite et al., 2014b; Koyano et al., 2014), findings that we independently made in this study. While p-UB can activate PARKIN in vitro and overexpression of UB S65A delays PARKIN recruitment to mitochondria (Kane et al., 2014; Koyano et al., 2014), the precise role of p-UB in PARKIN activation and its relationship to potentially direct activation of PARKIN by PINK1 is murky.

Once activated on mitochondria, PARKIN ubiquitylates a host of MOM proteins, but the UB linkage types produced in vivo and the kinetics of this process are poorly understood. UB can undergo chain extension on seven lysines and the N-terminal methionine, with different fates for different linkage types (Behrends and Harper, 2011; Kulathu and Komander, 2012). As a RING-HECT hybrid, the chain linkage types made by PARKIN are thought to be dictated by PARKIN itself. However, prior studies both in vitro and in vivo have painted a bewildering picture of PARKIN chain assembly, with K27, K48, and K63 linked chains being independently reported on various PARKIN targets or on total mitochondrial proteins, most often using overexpressed UB mutants (in vivo) or fragments of PARKIN not activated by PINK1 (in vitro) that are prone to artifacts (Matsuda et al., 2006; Rankin et al., 2014; Riley et al., 2013; Chan et al., 2011; Geisler et al., 2010; Sims et al., 2012; van Wijk et al., 2012; Lazarou et al., 2013; Lim et al., 2013; Birs et al., 2014). Thus, it is unclear the extent to which PARKIN is able to build particular types of UB chains on its substrates in vivo with endogenous UB, the extent to which the activation state of PARKIN determines its chain assembly activity, and whether particular PD patient-derived mutants alter chain linkage specificity.

Here, we use absolute quantification (AQUA)-based proteomics (Kirkpatrick et al., 2005; Phu et al., 2011), live-cell imaging, and in-depth in vitro biochemical studies to deconvolute the PINK1-PARKIN-UB pathway in vivo and in vitro and to dissect the individual roles of PARKIN and UB phosphorylation. We find that mitochondrial depolarization leads to assembly of multiple UB chain linkage types (K6, K11, K48, and K63) on mitochondria in a manner that requires phosphorylation of PARKIN’s UBL on S65 and PARKIN’s catalytic activity. However, PARKIN phosphorylation on S65 in vivo does not require either PARKIN’s catalytic activity or the ability to stably associate with mitochondria. In vitro, phosphorylation of PARKIN by PINK1 dramatically activates its UB ligase activity and synthesis of K6, K11, K48, and K63 chain linkage types, providing, to our knowledge, the first example of a RING-HECT hybrid E3 that can intrinsically produce four specific linkage types (Kulathu and Komander, 2012; Ye and R ape, 2009). Moreover, we find that phosphorylation of UB conjugated to mitochondrial proteins requires new UB chain synthesis by phosphorylated PARKIN, indicating a stepwise role for PINK1 in PARKIN activation. Remarkably, PARKIN associates avidly with poly-UB chains only when both PARKIN and poly-UB are phosphorylated on S65, and we demonstrate that PINK1 has the capacity to phosphorylate preformed UB chains. Taken together with the translation kinetics of PARKIN mutants, these data provide direct quantitative evidence of a multistep feedforward mechanism involving (1) phosphorylation of PARKIN by PINK1, (2) new ubiquitin chain synthesis by activated PARKIN on mitochondria, (3) phosphorylation of newly synthesized poly-UB chains on mitochondria by PINK1, and (4) binding of phosphorylated PARKIN to phosphorylated poly-UB chains on mitochondria to retain PARKIN and thus enhance UB chain synthesis and substrate ubiquitylation by PARKIN. This model defines a dual role for PINK1 in activation of the PARKIN-UB system for mitochondrial quality control.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A System for Enrichment of Mitochondrial PINK1-PARKIN Pathway Targets Reveals Depolarization and PINK1-Dependent Poly-UB Phosphorylation at S65

We initially developed a methodology that would allow mitochondrial UB chain linkage types to be identified and quantified. Because PARKIN overexpression affects its functional properties, we integrated a single doxycycline (Dox)-inducible HA-PARKIN construct (or mutants thereof) into PARKIN-negative HeLa Flp-In T-REx cells, thereby allowing for controlled expression (Figure 1A). This HA-tagged PARKIN protein displayed an activity profile indistinguishable from untagged PARKIN when examined for depolarization-dependent MFN2 ubiquitylation (Figure S1A available online). We then combined this system with sequential mitochondria purification and capture of all UB chain linkage types using four tandem immobilized UBA
domains from UBQLN1 (Halo-UBA\textsuperscript{UBQLN1}) (Emmerich et al., 2013), greatly increasing the sensitivity of UB chain detection on known PARKIN substrates in response to depolarization with antimycin A and oligomycin A (AO) (Figures 1A and 1B). PARKIN C431F and C431S mutants lacking the catalytic Cys were inactive against both CISD1 and MNF2, while PARKIN\textsuperscript{S65A} was inactive against CISD1 and displayed residual activity toward MNF2 (Figure 1B). Using liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS) of these purified fractions, we identified 111 diGLY sites (including 62 previously identified sites) in 36 known MOM PARKIN targets (Sarrat et al., 2013) in response to depolarization with wild-type (WT) PARKIN, but no diGLY-containing peptides from these proteins were detected in cells expressing PARKIN\textsuperscript{C431S} (Table S1). Thus, Halo-UBA\textsuperscript{UBQLN1} provides a means by which to enrich for poly ubiquitylated MOM proteins in response to depolarization.

Given that it has been proposed that PINK1 phosphorylates target proteins to promote PARKIN-dependent ubiquitination (reviewed in Youle and Narendra, 2011), we searched for phosphopeptides in mitochondrial proteins isolated using immobilized Halo-UBA\textsuperscript{UBQLN1}. While phosphopeptides derived from known PARKIN targets were not identified, we identified a UB peptide containing phospho-S65 (p-S65) (Table S1), indicating that depolarization leads to phosphorylation of UB chains conjugated to MOM proteins. Moreover, a ten-plex tandem mass tagging quantitative proteomic experiment revealed an increase of \( \sim 3 \)-fold in p-S65 UB at 30 min and \( \sim 5 \)-fold at 1 hr after depolarization in PINK1\textsuperscript{+/+} mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), but this increase was not observed in PINK1\textsuperscript{−/−} MEFs (Figures 1C, 1D, and S1B–S1F), indicating that PINK1 is required for phosphorylation of UB. Phosphorylation of S65 in UB by PINK1 was also reported while this paper was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014; Kazlauskaite et al., 2014b; Koyano et al., 2014).

The PINK1-PARKIN Pathway Promotes Canonical and Noncanonical UB Chain Synthesis on Damaged Mitochondria

We next examined the effects of PARKIN activation on the relative abundance of total and distinct UB chains using available chain linkage-specific antibodies (Figure 1E), and while changes in the abundance of K11 and K63 chains were discernable at 4 hr post depolarization, the nonquantitative nature of the approach and the lack of antibodies for all UB chain linkage types led us to apply an unbiased quantitative proteomic approach referred to as UB-AQUA (Kirkpatrick et al., 2005; Phu et al., 2011) to the problem. In this approach, MS1 peak intensities for experimental (light) tryptic peptides are compared with those of a set of 16 quantified reference (heavy) peptides representing UB itself as well as all eight diGLY linkage types (Figures 1F and S1G). In addition, we included AQUA peptides for quantification of p-S65 in UB with and without simultaneous ubiquitylation of K63 (K63 gg) (Figures 1F and S1G). HeLa Fip-In T-REx cells expressing WT HA-PARKIN or three mutants (C431F, C431S, or S65A) were treated with AO for 1 hr, mitochondria isolated, and UB chains captured using Halo-UBA\textsuperscript{UBQLN1} prior to UB-AQUA proteomics (Figures 1A, 1G, and 1H). The total abundance of UB on mitochondria was increased \( \sim 6 \)-fold upon depolarization (Figure 1G). In contrast, little increase was observed with catalytically inactive PARKIN or with the nonphosphorylatable S65A mutant (Figure 1G), as expected if the increased UB signals observed primarily reflect the activity of the PINK1-PARKIN pathway. The increased UB content was primarily composed of canonical (K48 and K63) and noncanonical (K6 and K11) UB chains, with little evidence of M1, K27, and K29 chains and required both the catalytic residue C431 and the S65 phosphosite (Figures 1H and S1H). We identified the same chain linkage types and a similar magnitude of UB chain synthesis in cells expressing untagged PARKIN depolarized with carbonyl cyanide m-chlorophenyl hydrazine (CCCP) for 1 hr and with more highly purified mitochondria after depolarization with AO (Figure S1J).

Mitochondrial ubiquitylation was maximal by 1 hr after depolarization and gradually decreased over 4–12 hr (Figure 1I), and the chain linkage types were largely unchanged over time (Figures 1J and S1I). Thus, PARKIN promotes the synthesis of canonical and noncanonical poly-UB chains on depolarized mitochondria in a manner that depends on its catalytic Cys residue and S65 within its UBL domain.

PARKIN Activity Is Required for PINK1-Dependent Poly-UB Phosphorylation in Response to Mitochondrial Depolarization

We next examined the stoichiometry of poly-p-S65-UB (poly-p-UB) on purified mitochondria in response to AO using AQUA. p-UB was essentially undetectable in association with mitochondria in the absence of depolarization, but accumulated to \( \sim 10\% \) and \( \sim 18\% \) of the total UB level at 1 and 2 hr after depolarization and was maintained at \( \sim 20\% \) of the total mitochondrial UB abundance over the 12 hr time course (Figure 1K). The doubly-modified p-S65/K63 gg peptide represented \( \sim 5\% \) of the total K63 locus found over the same time course (Figure S1L), indicating that p-S65 and K63 gg can exist on the same molecule but are not enriched in the population. Accumulation of poly-p-UB on mitochondria in response to AO required active PARKIN (Figure 1K), despite the presence of significant pre-existing K48 and K63-linked chains under these conditions (Figures 1K and S1I), as discussed further below.

We also determined the abundance of p-UB in total cellular UB, obtained after collapsing all UB chains to monomers with USP2. Because the major tryptic S65-containing peptide identified by LC-MS/MS is a partial trypsinization product (residues 55–72), likely reflecting an inhibitory effect of phosphate at S65 (±2 position) on cleavage, we used both the partial and fully (residues 64–72) trypsinized AQUA peptides for analysis (Figures 1F and S1G). The amount of p-S65 UB we detected is approximately two orders of magnitude higher than that reported previously using only the residue 64–72 phosphopeptide as reference with endogenous PARKIN (Koyano et al., 2014). The total amount of p-S65 almost doubled (to 2.5%) 1 hr after AO, and this increase was essentially eliminated in PINK1\textsuperscript{−/−}– HeLa Fip-In T-REx cells made by gene editing (Figures S1M and S1N).

UB Chain Assembly on Depolarized Mitochondria by PD Patient and Structure-Based Mutants Correlates with Rates of PARKIN Translocation

Patient-derived PARKIN mutants display diverse translocation and activity-related phenotypes (reviewed in Youle and...
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Figure 2. Systematic Analysis of Depolarization-Dependent Mitochondrial Translocation of Patient and Structure-Based PARKIN Mutants in HeLa Cells

(A) Mutants analyzed and the rate constants for translocation, mean % translocation, and half-time ($T_{50}$) for translocation (described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures). Greater than 300 HeLa Flp-In T-REx WT or mutant GFP-PARKIN cells were imaged for 20 min prior to either no treatment or depolarization with AO, antimycin A, or oligomycin A, and cells were imaged every minute for 30 min and every 10 min up to 2 hr.

(B) Relative initial rates of translocation are derived from the approximated slope of averaged colocalization traces for 0–30 min after depolarization (see Figure S2).

(C) Plot for percent coincidence of GFP-PARKIN and mitochondria in response to depolarization with AO (>300 cells). Error bars represent (± SEM). See also Figure S2.
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Narendra, 2011). However, it is unclear the extent to which these mutants affect UB chain synthesis or linkage specificity and how any defects in assembly of UB chains are linked with defects in translocation. To address this question, we used a newly developed live-cell based PARKIN translocation assay (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figures S2A–S2C) to examine the translocation kinetics of a large panel of PD patient and structure-based mutants (Figure 2A) and profiled a subset of
mutants for alterations in chain synthesis properties using UBAQUA. WT GFP-PARKIN could be seen accumulating on mitochondria as early as ~15 min after depolarization with AO (Figures 2A–2C; Movie S1) and displayed a half-time (T½) to maximal localization of ~26 min, consistent with previous studies using CCCP as a depolarizing agent (Narendra et al., 2010; Trempe et al., 2013). As expected (Lazarou et al., 2013; Trempe et al., 2013), catalytically defective GFP-PARKINC431S displays greatly reduced translocation rates, approaching that seen with WT PARKIN in the absence of depolarization (Figures 2A and 2B; Movie S2). Similar defects were seen with several other PARKIN mutants, including S65A, ΔUBL, K161N, K211N, T240R, and G430D (Figures 2A–2C and S2B). Two proposed activating mutations (F463A and W403A) (Trempe et al., 2013) slightly accelerated translocation, as previously observed (Figure 2B).

We next selected six mutants for mitochondrial UB chain linkage analysis in vivo. R33Q and G328E mutants displayed near WT UB chain synthesis activity and linkage specificity by AQUA, as well as when examined for modification of CISD1 and Mfn2 substrates by western blotting (Figures 3A–3C). In contrast, the translocation-defective proteins R163A, ΔUBL, K161N displayed greatly reduced chain synthesis on both mitochondria and on CISD1 and Mfn2 (Figures 1A, 3A–3C, and S3A), indicating that translocation is required for efficient substrate ubiquitylation. The behavior of PARKINR275W was unique in that it is efficiently recruited to mitochondria (Figure 2A) but fails to promote UB chain synthesis (Figures 3B and 3C), suggesting a defect in catalytic activity (see below).

UB Chain Linkage Type-Independent Reversal of Depolarization-Dependent Mitochondrial Poly-UB by USP30

Ectopic expression of USP30 can reverse ubiquitylation of a subset of PARKIN substrates, including TOMM20, thereby attenuating PARKIN function and mitophagy (Bingol et al., 2014). However, the ability of USP30 to remove multiple chain linkage types assembled by PARKIN has not been investigated systematically. As expected, expression of WT USP30, but not a catalytically inactive mutant (C77A), reversed TOMM20 ubiquitylation, but did not affect Mfn2 or CISD1 ubiquitylation (Figures 3D and S3B). This finding is consistent with a significant level of target specificity for USP30 (Bingol et al., 2014). In the presence of USP30C77A, depolarization led to the expected increase in total UB associated with mitochondria (Figures 3E and S3C). However, expression of WT USP30 largely reversed this increase in ubiquitylation, independent of both chain linkage type and p-S65 phosphorylation (Figures 3E, 3F, S3C, and S3D). Thus, despite lack of activity toward a subset of PARKIN substrates, USP30 appears, at least when overexpressed, to promiscuously remove UB chains of various linkage types from a major population of mitochondrial PARKIN substrates and does not appear to be influenced by the presence of p-UB within chains in vivo.

Direct Activation of PARKIN by PINK1 Promotes Synthesis of Canonical and Noncanonical UB Chains In Vitro

Our unexpected finding that PARKIN promoted the assembly of four types of UB chain linkages on mitochondria in vivo raised the question of whether PARKIN itself can promote the synthesis of multiple chain linkage types. We therefore sought to systematically and quantitatively examine the chain linkage types produced by PARKIN in vitro. The vast majority of papers examining PARKIN’s UB ligase activity in vitro have used forms of PARKIN that are not activated by PINK1, often employing fragments of PARKIN that lack the UBL domain phosphorylated by PINK1 (Chaugule et al., 2011; Lim et al., 2013; Matsuda et al., 2006; Trempe et al., 2013; Wauer and Komander, 2013), and in cases where PINK1-dependent activity has been monitored with purified proteins, the reported stoichiometry of phosphorylation at S65 in PARKIN was very low (0.08) (Kazlauskaitė et al., 2014a). Thus, the relationship between the activities measured in previous studies and that of near stoichiometrically phosphorylated PARKIN, including the types of UB chains assembled, remains poorly defined.

We therefore developed a robust method for production of near stoichiometrically phosphorylated S65 cell-derived PARKIN using Tribolium castaneum PINK1 (PINK1Tc, produced in bacteria; Kondapalli et al., 2012) and then removed PINK1Tc (Figure 4A; Supplemental Experimental Procedures, Method 1). S65 phosphorylation was verified using an antibody produced by single-chain variable fragment phage display (Koerber et al., 2013) (Figures 4C and SSB; Supplemental Experimental Procedures), and the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 0.9 based on AQUA proteomics (Figure 4B). We did not detect phosphorylation of other sites in the purified p-PARKIN by LC-MS/MS (data not shown). For simplicity, throughout the paper, we refer to PARKIN proteins that have been treated with PINK1Tc and ATP and subsequently purified away from PINK1Tc, as p-WT, p-S65A, and p-C431S PARKIN. While unphosphorylated PARKIN proteins were devoid of UB chain synthesis activity (Figure 4C, lanes 7–9), p-WT PARKIN synthesized robust UB conjugates, and this activity absolutely required the catalytic Cys residue and S65 in the UBL domain (Figure 4C, lanes 10–12). UB chain synthesis occurred at least partially on p-WT PARKIN, as revealed by probing reaction products with α-PARKIN and α-p-S65 antibodies (Figure 4C).

p-WT PARKIN displayed a dramatic increase in diGLY linkage assembly when compared with both unphosphorylated PARKIN and p-C431S PARKIN and produced primarily K6, K11, K48, and K63 linkages in vitro (Figures 4D, 4E, and S4C), although the preference for synthesizing K48 and K63 chains in vitro was relatively lower than their production on mitochondria in vivo. Similar results were observed with PARKIN purified from bacteria and activated by PINK1Tc (Figure S4D). To validate these results, we performed a UB chain editing analysis (Mevissen et al., 2013) using chain-specific DUBs (Figure 4F). Treatment of UB chains produced by p-WT PARKIN with Cezanne (K11 specific) or AMSH (K63 specific) resulted in significant loss of conjugates as detected by immunoblotting, whereas OTUB1 (K48 specific) had a more modest effect and OTULIN (M1 specific) had no obvious effect on UB chain density. A mixture of OTUB1, Cezanne, and AMSH disassembled the majority of UB chains. The remaining UB conjugates may represent either K6 chains or monoubiquitylation of PARKIN itself, as this signal is lost completely upon treatment with the nonspecific DUB USP2 (Figure 4F). Moreover, partial reduction of the UB immunoblot signal...
Figure 3. Mitochondrial UB Chain Synthesis by Patient and Structure-Based PARKIN Mutants and Reversal by USP30

(A) MFN2 and CISD1 ubiquitylation by PARKIN mutants in response to depolarization was performed as described in Figure 1B.

(B and C) Total UB (B) and the normalized UB chain linkage increase (C) on purified mitochondria was determined for cells expressing the indicated PARKIN proteins after depolarization with AO (1 hr). Error bars represent triplicate measurements (± SEM).

(D) Ectopic USP30 expression reverses PARKIN and depolarization-dependent TOMM20 ubiquitylation in HeLa cells. HeLa Flp-In T-REx PARKIN (WT or C431S, C/S) cells ectopically expressing WT or catalytically defective (C77A, C/A) USP30 were either left untreated or depolarized with AO for 1 hr prior to immunoblotting of lysates.

(E and F) Effect of ectopic USP30 on the total abundance of mitochondrial UB (E) and the normalized UB chain linkage increase measured by AQUA (F). Error bars represent triplicate measurements (± SEM).

See also Figure S3.
with USP5 indicates that a substantial fraction of the PARKIN reaction products are free UB chains (Figure 4F). Several different E2s have been proposed to be important for PARKIN-dependent mitophagy in vivo or chain assembly in vitro (Lazarou et al., 2013; Hasson et al., 2013; Geisler et al., 2014), leading us to test their ability to activate PARKIN in vitro and the chain linkage types produced. The E2 enzymes UBE2D2, UBE2E1, UBE2J2, and UBE2L3—but not UBE2N/UBE2V1 or UBE2S (a result distinct from that reported by Kazlauskaite et al., 2014a)—promoted the robust assembly of K6, K11, K48, and K63 chains (Figures D and E).

Figure 4. UB Chain Synthesis by PINK1-Phosphorylated PARKIN In Vitro

(A) Schematic for preparation of PINK1Tc-phosphorylated PARKIN free of PINK1Tc.

(B) The stoichiometry of PARKIN phosphorylation at S65 was determined by AQUA proteomics.

(C) UB chain synthesis by WT, S65A, or C431S PARKIN with or without phosphorylation by PINK1Tc was measured by immunoblotting with α-UB antibodies. Control blots were probed with α-PARKIN or α-p-S65 (AVI-25) (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).

(D and E) UB-AQUA of total UB linkages (Kgg) (D) and individual linkage types (E) for reaction mixtures (45 min) from the indicated PARKIN proteins. Error bars represent triplicate measurements (± SEM).

(F) UB chain editing of PARKIN ubiquitylation products assembled in vitro. DUBs were incubated with UB chains assembled by p-WT PARKIN and the products analyzed by immunoblotting. As controls, linear or K48 UB chains were digested with the indicated DUBs.

See also Figure S4.
S4E–S4G), consistent with the idea that chain specificity is independent of the E2 used to charge PARKIN’s active site cysteine. Thus, p-WT PARKIN produces canonical and noncanonical chain linkages in vitro.

Activation of PARKIN by p-UB In Vitro Promotes Assembly of Canonical and Noncanonical UB Chains

Having identified PINK1-dependent phosphorylation of S65 in UB in vivo (Figures 1C and S1C–S1F; Table S1), we addressed the effect of this modification on PARKIN activity in vitro. UB or UB\textsuperscript{S65A} was treated with WT or kinase dead (D359A) PINK1Tc, and only WT UB underwent a mobility shift on phos-tag gels, reflecting phosphorylation (Figure 5A). Purified PINK1Tc-phosphorylated UB was validated by intact mass spectrometry as a single major species with a mass of 79.43 Da larger than unmodified UB, reflecting a single phosphorylation event, and by AQUA proteomics, the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B). We refer to PINK1-phosphorylated UB as p-UB and PINK1-treated UB S65A as p-UB S65A. We found that adding homogeneous p-UB, but not p-UB S65A, led to robust in vitro UB chain synthesis by PARKIN (either WT or S65A) in the absence of PINK1, with maximum activation at 2.5–5 μM p-UB and produced K6, K11, K48, and K63 linked chains based on AQUA analysis of reaction products (Figures 5C–5E). While the ability of p-UB to activate WT PARKIN was reported while this manuscript was in preparation (Kane et al., 2014), the stoichiometry of S65 phosphorylation was 99.9% (Figure 5B).
Figure 6. Kinetic Analysis of Activated PARKIN via AQUA Proteomics

(A and B) UB chain assembly by the indicated p-PARKIN proteins (90% phosphorylated) (A) or unphosphorylated PARKIN associated with p-UB (99% phosphorylated) was analyzed by immunoblotting.

E

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linkage</th>
<th>p-PARKIN rate (fmoles/min)</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5</td>
<td>2238.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K11</td>
<td>1551.0</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K27</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K29</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K33</td>
<td>2665.9</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K48</td>
<td>1380.0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K93</td>
<td>1142.0</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgg</td>
<td>6600.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linkage</th>
<th>p-p-UB rate (fmoles/min)</th>
<th>R²</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M1</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K5</td>
<td>784.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K11</td>
<td>689.7</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K27</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K29</td>
<td>68.0</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K33</td>
<td>204.7</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K48</td>
<td>821.8</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K93</td>
<td>112.4</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kgg</td>
<td>2698.0</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Thus, activation of PARKIN by phosphorylation or by p-UB of PARKIN or p-WT PARKIN and p-UB (Figures 5F and S5D). Moreover, the addition of p-UB to either species led to a 7 KDa increase in mass, consistent with a 1:1 association of PARKIN or p-WT PARKIN with p-UB. Reaction mixtures were subjected to immunoblotting with α-UB antibodies, thereby avoiding activation of PARKIN by p-UB. Reaction mixtures were subjected to immunoblotting with α-UB antibodies.

PARKIN Phosphorylation by PINK1 Promotes Formation of a Heterodimeric Complex with p-UB

Previous studies suggest that PARKIN can self-associate on mitochondria (Lazarou et al., 2013). In order to examine whether phosphorylation of PARKIN itself or of UB contributes to activation through self-association, we examined the interaction between different combinations of phosphorylated and unphosphorylated forms of PARKIN and UB. In order to avoid artifacts of mixed protein populations due to low phosphorylation stoichiometry, we prepared PARKIN and UB that were 99% phosphorylated on their respective S65 residues based on AQUA proteomics (Figures 5B and S3C, Method 2). Size-exclusion chromatography-multiangle light scattering (SEC-MALS) demonstrated that both unphosphorylated PARKIN and p-PARKIN from Sf9 cells are monomeric (48.4 and 49.7 KDa, respectively; expected PARKIN mass is 51.4 KDa) (Figures 5F and S5D). Moreover, the addition of p-UB to either species led to an ~7 KDa increase in mass, consistent with a 1:1 association of PARKIN or p-WT PARKIN and p-UB (Figures 5F and S5D). Thus, activation of PARKIN by phosphorylation or by p-UB binding does not lead to overt PARKIN oligomerization in vitro. PARKIN associates with p-UB with a K_d of ~400 nM, with similar values obtained by isothermal calorimetry and biosensor interferometry (386 and 411 nM, respectively) (Figures S5G and S5H), but did not detectably bind UB (data not shown). While previous structural analysis of autoinhibited PARKIN led to the hypothesis that the side chains of K161, R163, and K211 form a potential phosphate-binding site in the UPD domain (Figure S5E) (Wauer and Komander, 2013), these residues are not individually required for binding to p-UB (K_d ~140–158 nM; Figure S5F).

Remarkably, p-WT PARKIN displayed a 21-fold increase in affinity for p-UB (K_d ~17 nM) (Figure 5H), indicating that the binding site for p-UB is more readily accessible when PARKIN is phosphorylated. Thus, activated PARKIN can exist as a monomer and associates with p-UB in a manner that is greatly stimulated by phosphorylation of its UBL on S65.

Rates of PARKIN-Dependent UB Chain Synthesis via UB-AQUA Proteomics

We next sought to rigorously compare UB chain synthesis by p-PARKIN and p-UB-activated PARKIN. p-WT PARKIN (purified from PINK1 and with a phosphorylation stoichiometry of 90%; Figure 4B) and unphosphorylated PARKIN activated by homogenous p-UB both synthesized UB chains in a time-dependent manner, as observed by immunoblotting with α-UB antibodies, whereas p-C431S and S65A mutants treated with PINK1 in the same manner as p-WT PARKIN did not (Figures 6A and 6B).

Given the inherent limitations in comparing UB ligase activities using immunoblotting, we developed a quantitative methodology based on UB-AQUA to compare the initial rates of UB chain synthesis for each chain linkage type simultaneously (Figures 6C–6E and S6A–S6E). This analysis revealed several features of PARKIN activation. First, the formation of individual chain linkage types was linear over the 60 min time course (Figures S6C–S6E), allowing ligation rates to be rigorously determined for each linkage type (Figure 6E). Second, by carefully analyzing background chain synthesis rates (Figures 6C and S6B), we determined the absolute fold activation afforded by phosphorylation of PARKIN on S65 (2,308-fold activation) versus activation of unphosphorylated PARKIN by p-UB (943-fold activation), as measured by the cumulative rates of each chain linkage (Figures 6C and S6B). Third, the rates of K6, K11, and K48 synthesis by p-WT PARKIN were similar and about 3-fold higher than that observed for K63 synthesis (Figure 6E). The rate constants for p-UB activated PARKIN were 1.5- to 10-fold lower than with p-PARKIN, depending on the linkage type (Figures 6E and 6F).

See also Figure S6.

(C and D) Samples from (A) and (B) were subjected to UB-AQUA proteomics (Figures S6B–S6E). Background reaction rates as determined in Supplemental Experimental Procedures were used to calculate the fold activation for p-WT PARKIN and for p-UB-PARKIN based on the sum of all di-GLY linkages. In (D), the histogram shows the fmoles of each UB linkage identified for p-WT PARKIN versus unphosphorylated PARKIN.

(E) Rates of synthesis of each chain linkage type determined by UB-AQUA (see Figures S6D and S6E for primary data).

(F) The indicated PARKIN mutants were phosphorylated with PINK1Tc (as determined by blotting with α-p-S65 (AVI-25) and subjected to UB chain synthesis reactions using UB-AQUA, thereby avoiding activation of PARKIN by p-UB. Reaction mixtures were subjected to immunoblotting with α-UB antibodies.

(G) The indicated PARKIN mutants in an unphosphorylated form were incubated with p-UB (99% phosphorylated) and UB chain synthesis reactions performed. Reaction products were immunoblotted with α-UB antibodies.

(H) PARKIN (with or without p-UB) or p-WT PARKIN (99% phosphorylated; Figure S5C) was incubated with UB-VS for the indicated times and reaction products examined by SDS-PAGE and stained with SYPRO-Ruby.
Figure 7. PINK1-Dependent Phosphorylation of PARKIN’s UBL Domain Promotes Association with PINK1-Phosphorylated Poly-UB Chains

(A) Scheme for examining phosphorylation-dependent binding of PARKIN to UB chains.

(B) Stoichiometry of PINK1Tc-dependent phosphorylation of K48 and K63 UB(2–7) chains used in (C) and (D) measured by AQUA proteomics.

(C) Phosphorylation dependent binding of PARKIN to phosphorylated UB chains. p-WT and p-S65A PARKIN were incubated with the indicated poly-UB chain as shown in (A) and UB chains captured with Ni-NTA beads prior to immunoblotting. The p-WT PARKIN used in this experiment was 99% phosphorylated on S65 as determined by AQUA (Figure S5 C).

(D) Binding of a panel of PD patient and structure-based mutants of PARKIN to poly-p-UB chains. PARKIN proteins were phosphorylated with PINK1Tc, the PINK1Tc removed, and the proteins incubated with K48 and K63 UB(2–7) chains previously phosphorylated with PINK1Tc and the PINK1Tc removed (A). UB chains were captured and association with PARKIN examined by immunoblotting.

(E) Phosphorylation of WT PARKIN and PARKINC431S on S65 in response to depolarization was measured by AQUA proteomics.

(legend continued on next page)
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S6C–S6E). Thus, while p-UB is capable of activating PARKIN in trans, the extent of activation is significantly lower than with PINK1-activated PARKIN across canonical and noncanonical chain linkages.

Differential Activation of PD Patient and Structure-Based PARKIN Mutants by Direct Phosphorylation and by p-UB

Patient-derived PARKIN mutants display diverse phenotypes with respect to mitochondrial translocation and UB chain synthesis (reviewed in Youle and Narendra, 2011) (Figures 2 and 3), but the extent to which these phenotypes reflect PARKIN or UB phosphorylation is unknown. We found that K161N, K211N, G430D, R275W, and K27N mutants were largely inactive in chain assembly regardless of the mode of activation, while the ubiquitylation site mutant K48A (Sarraf et al., 2013) was fully active regardless of the mode of activation (Figures 6F, 6G, and S6F). The structure-based mutant R163 displayed partial activity when activated directly with PINK1 but was not efficiently activated by p-UB, while the opposite was found with the patient mutant A46P (Figures 6F and 6G). All PARKIN proteins, except K27N and A46P located in the UBL domain, were efficiently phosphorylated by PINK1 in vitro (Figure 6F). Thus, the inability of PINK1Tc to directly activate PARKIN446P likely reflects poor phosphorylation of S65, but this defect can be bypassed by p-UB, analogous to the finding with PARKIN565A (Figure 5D). Thus, PARKIN mutants display common and distinct activation properties in vitro.

PARKIN Phosphorylation, but Not p-UB, Activates Catalytic Cysteine Reactivity In Vitro

Several prior observations suggested that PINK1 phosphorylation may be linked to reactivity of PARKIN’s active site C431, but whether this reflected PARKIN phosphorylation by PINK1 or an independent step remained unclear. For example, PARKINC431S undergoes depolarization-dependent and PINK1-dependent formation of a stable oxy-ester with UB in human cells as well as in a cell free system (Lazarou et al., 2013; Zheng and Hunter, 2013). Furthermore, the catalytic C431 is buried due to an auto-inhibitory conformation in PARKIN34–153, which is inactive (Wauer and Komander, 2013). Interestingly, mutationally destroying autoinhibitory intramolecular protein interactions can lead to increased reactivity of the active site cysteine as measured using UB-vinyl sulfone (UB-VS), which makes a covalent adduct with the activated catalytic cysteine of PARKIN (Riley et al., 2013; Wauer and Komander, 2013). We found that unphosphorylated full-length PARKIN also failed to react with UB-VS, consistent with autoinhibition due to burial of the active site (Figure 6H). In contrast, PINK1-phosphorylated PARKIN rapidly reacted with UB-VS to form a more slowly migrating species in a manner that depends on C431 (Figures 6H and S6G), indicating that phosphorylation of PARKIN’s UBL is sufficient to increase the reactivity of the active site cysteine. However, addition of saturating levels of p-UB to unphosphorylated PARKIN failed to promote reaction of UB-VS with the active site cysteine and did not block reaction of UB-VS with phosphorylated PARKIN (Figure 6H). These data suggest that PARKIN phosphorylation and p-UB binding activate PARKIN in vitro by distinct mechanisms.

PINK1 Promotes PARKIN Association with Poly-UB Chains by Phosphorylating Both PARKIN and Poly-UB

The finding that phosphorylation of PARKIN’s UBL by PINK1Tc promotes binding to monomeric p-UB (Figure 5F) together with a report that PARKIN associates with K63-linked UB chains in cell extracts through an unknown mechanism (Zheng and Hunter, 2013) led us to examine whether PARKIN could associate with UB chains directly in vitro and whether phosphorylation of PARKIN or UB chains by PINK1Tc promoted the interaction. Treatment of 6his-tagged K48 or K63 poly-UB chains with PINK1Tc led to S65 phosphorylation with a stoichiometry of 0.3 and 0.4, respectively (Figures 7A and 7B), indicating that PINK1Tc can phosphorylate poly-UB chains in addition to monomeric UB. After removing PINK1Tc, poly-p-UB chains were incubated with homogenous p-WT PARKIN or p-S65A PARKIN and captured through the 6his-tag. Coassociation was examined by immunoblotting for PARKIN (Figures 7A and 7C). Treating S65A PARKIN with PINK1Tc did not lead to association with poly-UB chains, although the mutant associated weakly with poly-p-UB chains (Figure 7C, compare lanes 3 and 4 with 5 and 6). In contrast, p-WT PARKIN associated weakly with poly-UB K63 chains (lane 8) but showed a dramatic increase in association with poly-p-UB K48 and poly-p-K63 chains (Figure 7C, lanes 9 and 10). Thus phosphorylation of S65 on PARKIN’s UBL greatly stimulates PARKIN’s ability to associate with phosphorylated poly-UB chains and phosphorylation of poly-UB-promoted association with both unphosphorylated PARKIN and p-WT PARKIN. These results are consistent with the finding that phosphorylation of PARKIN promotes binding to monomeric p-UB, as revealed by isothermal calorimetry (Figure 5H). Moreover, among our panel of PARKIN mutant proteins, there was a strong correlation between the ability to be phosphorylated by PINK1 on S65 and the ability to associate efficiently with poly-p-UB chains (Figure 7D). Thus, efficient association of PARKIN with UB chains requires phosphorylation of both PARKIN and UB on S65 by PINK1. In addition, these data indicate that particular mutants that are normally unable to stably localize on mitochondria in response to depolarization or build chains on mitochondria (Figures 2 and 3) are nevertheless able to bind efficiently to poly-p-UB chains, suggesting that their defect in translocation occurs upstream of UB chain binding.

Phosphorylation of PARKIN on S65 by PINK1 Occurs Independently of Stable Localization on Mitochondria

While it is clear that PINK1 promotes PARKIN phosphorylation at S65 on its UBL and that PARKINC431S can undergo PINK1-dependent oxy-ester formation with UB in cells and in a cell-free...
system (Lazarou et al., 2013), whether this reflects PINK1-dependent phosphorylation of S65 in PARKIN and the order of this modification with respect to localization and UB chain assembly has not been investigated previously. We employed AQUA proteomics to determine the extent of PARKIN S65 phosphorylation in response to depolarization. Cells expressing WT or C431S PARKIN were depolarized. PARKIN was then immunoprecipitated and the extent of S65 phosphorylation in the PARKIN UBL assessed by AQUA proteomics (Figure 7E). As expected, WT PARKIN was found to be phosphorylated on S65, and as much as 10%–15% of PARKIN was phosphorylated 1–2 hr after depolarization; we consider this a lower limit, as the extent of dephosphorylation during isolation is unknown. Remarkably, we found that an even larger fraction of PARKIN\(^{C431S}\) (18%) was phosphorylated on S65 (Figure 7E) despite its inability to stably localize on mitochondria (Figures 2B and 2C). A comparable fraction of PARKIN\(^{C431S}\) was shifted to a slower mobility form indicative of formation of an oxy-ester with UB, as demonstrated to occur previously in response to depolarization (Lazarou et al., 2013; Zheng and Hunter, 2013). Thus, stable association of PARKIN with mitochondria in vivo can be dissociated from the ability of activated PINK1 to phosphorylate S65 in PARKIN, indicating that PARKIN phosphorylation occurs upstream of its stable association with mitochondria and upstream of UB chain synthesis on mitochondria.

**A Feedforward Model of PARKIN Activation and Translocation to Depolarized Mitochondria**

Taken together, these results demonstrate a feedforward mechanism for PARKIN activation and its subsequent accumulation on mitochondria (Figure 7G). We posit that cytoplasmic PARKIN present in an autoinhibited form is continuously sampling the mitochondrial surface via a diffusion-controlled process. When PARKIN encounters activated PINK1 associated with the TOM complex on damaged mitochondria (Lazarou et al., 2012; Sarraf et al., 2013), it becomes phosphorylated on S65 (Figure 7E), leading to activation of its UB chain assembly function by more than 2,000-fold based on our quantitative analysis of chain assembly in vitro (Figure 6C). We further posit that this activation event promotes the initial ubiquitylation of local substrates (Sarraf et al., 2013), possibly including TOMM20, which has been recently suggested to be a critical PARKIN substrate for mitochondrial morphology (Bingol et al., 2014). As the density of UB chains increases on mitochondria, PINK1 can then promote phosphorylation of these newly assembled chains (see below). This, in turn, promotes strong association of S65-phosphorylated PARKIN with poly-UB chains and retention on the mitochondria, allowing phospho-PARKIN and PINK1 to cooperatively amplify the signal (Figure 7G).

Key findings that frame our model are based on our quantitative analysis of UB chains on mitochondria in response to depolarization (Figure 7F). In the absence of depolarization, we detected 4,075 fmol of poly-UB on mitochondria of which 16 fmol was phosphorylated on S65. After 1 hr of depolarization, the total abundance of poly-UB on mitochondria increased to 68,631 fmol, of which 6,900 fmol were phosphorylated on S65. In striking contrast, cells expressing PARKIN\(^{C431S}\) display a small increase in total poly-UB chains on mitochondria in response to depolarization (11,484 fmol), but there was essentially no increase in the extent of UB phosphorylation (21 fmol of p-S65 UB) (Figure 7F). These data provide strong evidence that PINK1-dependent UB phosphorylation in HeLa cells is negligible on pre-existing mitochondrial poly-UB chains. Instead, we find that p-S65 UB accumulates in a manner that correlates with extensive PARKIN-dependent UB conjugation on mitochondria.

Our model is distinct from those proposed in previous studies (Kane et al., 2014; Kazlauskaite et al., 2014b; Koyano et al., 2014) in that it does not involve a major direct role for p-UB in activation of PARKIN’s E3 activity but instead posits a primary role for poly-UB chains in recruitment of activated PINK1-phosphorylated PARKIN. We found that at equimolar levels of homogeneous p-UB and p-WT PARKIN (in excess of their K\(_d\)) the UB chain assembly activity remained essentially unchanged (Figure 7H). However, increasing the ratio of p-UB to unphosphorylated UB is inhibitory to chain assembly by p-WT PARKIN (Figure 7H). This, together with our finding that phosphorylation of PARKIN on S65 is required for UB chain synthesis in vivo (Figure 1H) but p-UB fully activates PARKIN\(^{S65A}\) in vitro (Figure 5D), is inconsistent with the idea that accumulation of monomeric p-UB would promote PARKIN activation in vivo.

**Conclusions**

A key outcome of our model is that highly active phosphorylated PARKIN becomes localized to poly-p-UB chains through a feedforward process. This feature could explain the ability of PARKIN to ubiquitylate dozens of proteins on the mitochondrial surface with no apparent substrate specificity (Sarraf et al., 2013). Our model is consistent with all but one of the patient and structure-based PARKIN mutants analyzed here, the exception being PARKIN\(^{R275W}\), which translocates efficiently to mitochondria but fails to build UB chains. However, previous studies have shown that this mutant binds tightly to substrates and is apparently not released efficiently from MOM substrates (Johnson et al., 2012), potentially explaining its unusual biochemical behavior. An unanswered question is whether free p-UB is generated in vivo at endogenous PINK1 levels, and if so, whether it contributes to PARKIN activation or UB chain synthesis given the much higher concentration of unphosphorylated UB in cells. Indeed, our data suggest p-UB is not used as efficiently as unphosphorylated UB to build chains in vitro (Figure 5E) and is inhibitory to p-WT PARKIN at a high concentration (Figure 7H). In addition, although we define PARKIN’s ability to generate canonical and noncanonical chain linkages in vitro, we do not know whether PARKIN also generates mixed chains, akin to those produced in the interleukin-1 pathway (Emmerich et al., 2013), but with potentially several different linkage types, and a variety of phosphorylations all on a single substrate. Further studies are also needed to determine whether UB phosphorylation may affect other steps of the UB cascade, including chain disassembly by DUBs, although this was not seen here in the context of USP30.

Feedforward loops are frequently used in the context of kinase driven transcriptional circuits. However, to our knowledge, this is the first demonstrated feedforward mechanism involving phosphorylation-driven activation of a UB cascade. This mechanism could be important for controlling both the timing of PARKIN activation and the extent of UB phosphorylation.
recruitment to mitochondria and subsequent steps of mitophagy and could be under negative control by USP30 through antagoni

**EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES**

**Mitochondrial UB AQUA Proteomics**

Inducible HeLa Flp-In T-REx cells expressing the PARKIN proteins were depolarized with antimycin A (10 μM) and isolated mitochondria used for poly-UB capture with immobilized Halo-UBA UBQLN1 prior to AQUA proteomics with a library of 13C/15N-labeled reference peptides (see Figure S1G) (Phu et al., 2011). Ubiquitylation site identification by mass spectrometry was performed as described (Kim et al., 2011; Sarraf et al., 2013).

**PARKIN Translocation Assays and Live-Cell Microscopy Analysis**

Flp-In T-REx HeLa cells inducibly expressing GFP-PARKIN (and mutants) were infected with Mitochondria-RFP BacMan 2.0 (Life Technologies) and imaged using the depolarization, image capture routines, and correlation profiling method described in Supplemental Experimental Procedures.

**Protein and In Vitro Ubiquitylation Analysis**

GST–PARKIN from Sf9 cells was liberated from GST using PreScission protease, leaving a Gly-Pro N-terminal extension. Phosphorylation of PARKIN and ubiquitylation site identification by mass spectrometry was performed as described. We anticipate that the power of AQUA proteomics to deconvolute individual steps in complex phosphorylation-driven UB cascades, as demonstrated here, will be useful for understanding additional intertwined signaling-ubiquitylation pathways in the future.

**SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION**

Supplemental Information includes Supplemental Experimental Procedures, six figures, one table, and two movies and can be found with this article online at [http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molcel.2014.09.007](http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molcel.2014.09.007).
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